INDEX TO MAPS OF
EAST AFRICA
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LEGEND

MAPS AVAILABLE TO ORDER OF CURRENT STOCK (CBS & BS)

MAPS AVAILABLE TO ORDER (CBS)

EDITORS NUMBERS

Map edition numbers are shown on the reverse of this index.

REQUISITION MAPS
BY STOCK NUMBER

Stock numbers are constructed as follows:
A. The first 5 characters consist of the map series number. When the series number is less than 5 characters, the fifth character is the letter "A".
B. The remaining characters of the stock number are the map sheet number.

(Numbers that are a part of the map sheet number will be converted to Arabic numbers when completing the stock number.)

EXCEPTIONS:
1. The words "ALL SHEETS" in lieu of sheet number if stock number is intended to identify all available sheets of map series.
2. The word "INDEX" in lieu of sheet number to identify the series index.

Example:

SHEET NO.

INDEX

Y502/ALL SHEETS

Y502/INDEX

INDEX MAP
EAST AFRICA (SERIES)
U.S., ARMY MAP SERVICE
EAST AFRICA, AMS Y502 & Y503
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